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Company
Overview
Cyber Code Technologies founded in 2014 
as, one of the leading & innovative IT solu-
tions and Cyber Security services provider in 
the Middle East. Has establish strong part-
nerships with the world's leading vendors, we 
always remained independent of thought, 
allowing us to offer Clients unbiased advice 
and solutions without being aligned to one 
vendor.

This ensured that the right 
blend of technology can be 
implemented to deliver best 
possible return and perfor-
mance Securely.

Our presence in Dubai is allowing us to work 
dynamically and flexibly with our clients with 
multiple offices within the region bringing the 
best skillsets and expertise. This delivers the 
advantage of a single point of contact for 
organization with overseas sites. Working 
with us ensures that any multisite projects or 
deployment can be managed with speed and 
simplicity.

Our board portfolio of services encompasses 
IT Supply and Support, Telecom solutions and 
smart Integration of Solutions and offers 
clients suite of services that are scalable, 
depending on needs and the project require-
ments. Our focus on keeping abreast of tech-
nology and trends ensures we remain at the 
forefront in terms of both expertise and 
services.

Our focus on ensuring we build the expertise 
and develop relationships to contribute to 
our success. We seek to change customer 
engagement methodologies to make working 
with Cyber Code Technologies a straightfor-
ward and informative.

We work with vendors and our employees to 
reach the highest levels of partnership and 
accreditations and believe in the unique 
values of customer care and being a trusted 
advisor to our clients.

Since our formation, we always focused on 
our values and work to ensure these are not 
just met, but exceeded. We believe, it is this 
focus that sets us apart from our competitors.

. To put our clients first

. To deliver value on every project

. To provide sound knowledge and expertise

. To provide best in market service to clients

. To constantly educate our business
   & our staff
. To be dynamic and innovative
. To create solid partnerships with our clients

Values
& Vision



WORKING WITH CYBER CODE TECHNOLOGIES

For any organizations, working with a supplier must be a beneficial experience, having values and 
partnerships are desirable, but it is the service and value that a company receives, that deter-
mines the future relationship.

We engage both prospective and established Clients in the same manner. We offer our expertise 
on solutions and hardware  penly without pressurizing clients to purchase.  We work with many 
organizations in a project management capacity, carefully reviewing every milestone and ques-
tioning continuously to ensure that the end result delivers the best return, in terms of value and 
performance. We believe in going the extra mile for clients and have demonstrated this on many 
occasions by achieving what initially looks impossible. We value your business and aim to build 
long-term relationships with every client.

Cloud & Enterprise Apps

Technology Pentagon



Vertical Solutions

GOVERNMENT
AND CIVIL SERVICES

Public institutions are facing enormous 
changes. In addition to ensuring that adminis-
trative performance is appropriate and of 
high quality, it is important to develop and 
implement more effective structures and 
procedures. The goals of a modernized 
administration include a service orientation, 
accelerated processes, cost-effective task 
fulfillment, reduced bureaucracy, mobility 
and job satisfaction for the administration’s 
staff.

But how can the federal and state govern-
ments, cities and communities achieve these 
goals while also responding to the growing 
demands of their citizens and the private 
sector? The answer lies in the modernization 
of public administrations, with the help of 
innovative management models and e-gov-
ernment.

HOMELAND SECURITY & DEFENSE

In the current scenario of threat, law enforce-
ment agencies and homeland security offices 
require real-time information and situational 
awareness. Building city-wide surveillance, 
communication systems and emergency 
response in an integrated manner will change 
the way security threats will be handled in a 
modern fashion.

Those systems cannot work independently as 
they will to be able to provide security 
officials and agencies with an integrated situ-
ational view of the security in their jurisdic-
tion, drastically reducing the capability to 
respond to security incidents and threats.



FINANCIAL SERVICES

The global financial and insurance markets 
are highly dynamic, which means that finan-
cial products are subject to constant change. 
In this kind of market environment, the com-
panies with a competitive advantage are 
those that are best able to provide their 
customers with the latest information − 
quickly, comprehensively and in keeping with 
their individual needs. Excellent customer 
communications and the ability to furnish 
information are therefore strategic factors in 
achieving market success. Throughout strong 
partnerships we are able to provide a com-
plete range of services throughout the mar-
keting supply chain for many well-known 
banks and insurance companies − from infra-
structure and security, IT supplies and 
payment solutions including SmartCards, 
readers and integrated payment applications.

Increasingly deregulated and dynamic mar-
kets pose new challenges to the energy 
market. Many private and commercial 
customers are less willing and able to pay; 
more and more customers are willing to 
change providers; contracts have shorter 
terms; and energy-efficiency regulations 
have been put in place. Because of all of these 
factors, it is important to find better ways to 
supply the market and to optimize sales 
approaches and customer categorization and 
billing, as well as to improve risk and 
accounts-receivable management.

Our unique and extensive expertise in a vari-
ety of industries, coupled with the scalability 
of our solutions, offers valuable benefits for 
you. We provide customized solutions for the 
energy sector that help you bundle your 
energy sources. Our customers can select the 
right service components for their needs 
from our modular service portfolio, and we 
combine them to create individualized solu-
tions. Part of our offering is M2M, Industrial 
Automation, SCADA and control systems, 
Smart Metering, Smart Grids and Industrial 
Wireless Networks.

UTILITIES
(INTERNET OF THINGS)



SERVICE PROVIDERS

Markets for telecommunications providers 
are undergoing significant changes, as are the 
needs of their customers. The media and the 
world of technology are becoming ever more 
closely intertwined. As a result, telecommuni-
cations companies are faced with a constant 
need to offer innovative goods and services 
so that they can position themselves advanta-
geously in the market.

The convergence of media and technologies 
is leading to new products, services and busi-
ness models. We combine a variety of 
services to form a market-oriented chain. 
They include packaging, distribution, repairs 
and billing, as well as customer communica-
tions and customer loyalty initiatives. Our 
solutions are highly integrated, which 
ensures process efficiency and transparency 
across all internal and external interfaces.

HEALTHCARE

Our offering provide various IT solutions to 
empower Business; E-healthcare, resource 
and knowledge sharing, and collaborative 
services between healthcare institutions, 
actively develops collaborations, such as 
health education, health promotion, chronic 
disease prevention, collaborative healthcare 
services, personnel training, technical train-
ing, and application research. It improves the 
efficiency and quality of healthcare services, 
and also promotes the continuous improve-
ment and sustainable development of health-
care services system. Healthcare Integration 
Solutions includes:

. Hospital Integration Solutions

. Radiology Integration Solutions

. Clinic Integration Solutions

. Laboratory Integration Solutions

In your clinical environment, you may have 
one or more of the following applications:

. Electronic Medical or Health Record
  (EMR/EHR) System
. Hospital Information Systems (HIS)
. Billing or Practice Management Systems  
  (PMS)
. Laboratory Information Systems (LIS)
. Radiology Information Systems (RIS)
. Picture Archiving and Communication 
  Systems (PACS)
. Voice Recognition (VR), Transcription, 
  and/or Dictation Systems



Technology Solutions

CYBER SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
The threats never stops,
neither do our security solutions

While it may seem like security is out of the
headlines these days, the threat to your enterprise
remains. In fact, it may be more sinister than ever, as
viruses that would wipe out a few desktops have been
replaced by advanced threats that are not trying to destroy
your data, but profit from it.

Security is engineered into all Cyber Code Technologies solutions.
Whether it is in a borderless network, unified communications or
virtualized data center, we cover all the bases by creating security
frameworks that address the varied threats your organization faces.

Our security solutions include:

. Next Generation Firewalls

. Intrusion prevention solutions/
  Intrusion detection solutions
. Anti-virus & Next generation
  Endpoint protection solutions
. Identity management solutions
. VPN solutions
. Anti-spyware solutions
. Data Encryption

. Data Loss Prevention

. DDOS Protection 

. Mobile Device Management (MDM)

. Two Factor Authentication

. SIEM

. Web Application Firewall (WAF)/
  Web Application Scanning
. Vulnerability Management
. Web Security Gateway

Threat Protection
Detect, Protect & Prevent

from threats in various forms

Data Governance
Govern data sovereignty and
classify information as well as
control and audit data wherever
they are

Advance Security Services
Innovative solutions to detect

advanced threats, provide threat
intelligence and social media

protection services

Incident Response
The set of solutions and tactics
for Incident response

Security
Framework



We had though developed our dynamic Cyber Security Framework mapped with the best 
vendors in the industry to address the latest and sophisticated challenges to secure your infra-
structure. In addition, our company is working in advanced encryption and data security solu-
tions, in congestions with elite developers in this field we are capable of providing:

. End-user Security: including data, voice, fax, mail, file, storage, IP VPN, Secure Remote Access,  
  Security Management, Platform Security
. Network Security: IP VPN, Ethernet, Link Ethernet, PDH, SDH
. Radio Security: Voice, Chat, Messaging, Data, IP VPN

Incident Response/SOC

Cyber Defense

Threat Protection

Data Governance



SOFTWARE DEFINED DATA CENTER
Delivering a New Generation of Data Center

Leveraging unified computing, storage and virtualization to solve complex IT challenges
After years of data center growth to keep pace with the rising tide of services being launched and 
data being generated, new solutions have given enterprises a reason to step back and reexamine 
their infrastructure.

Cyber Code Technologies works with leading data center companies, including Cisco, Nutanix, 
Microsoft, HPE and VMware, to optimize existing assets, simplify operations and cost-effectively 
deploy new state-of-the-art systems that are more efficient, reliable and flexible than those they 
are replacing. We provide affordable solutions that solve critical business needs, from server 
hardware and storage to operating systems, directory services and email.
Our data center solutions include:

. Unified Computing Systems

. Unified Storage

. Data Center Networking

. Server Virtualization & Hybrid Data Center

Vendors

. Desktop Virtualization

. Backup and Recovery

. Hyperconverge Infrastructure



NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS
Deliver best platforms in networking to boost connectivity and application performance

To spot great business ideas, and to respond to business opportunities in real time, an enterprise 
has to have a robust network Infrastructure in place. As companies work at increasing their foot-
print all across the globe, they need to be able to collaborate quickly and effectively, and be agile 
enough to develop products and services that capitalize on the business opportunities. With a 
network Infrastructure that ensures high levels of Quality of Service (QoS), an enterprise can 
easily do this and much more.

A range of technologies for wireless and future-proof wired networks, access to global users, 
customers, suppliers and partners, ensuring security of your company data without compromis-
ing on the collaboration effectiveness-large enterprises today face a myriad challenges with their 
network Infrastructure. The Internet also plays a key role for businesses with e-commerce Web-
sites, B2B partnerships, customer relationship management and next generation social network-
ing models all forming a part of the plan. And as mergers and acquisitions become the order of the 
day, consolidating disparate networks running on various platforms is a reality that a lot of com-
panies have to deal with now.

Cyber Code Technologies comes in and assists a company on all these accounts and deliver LAN 
and WAN QoS levels that will help you maintain your edge in business. Our team builds modular 
networks that you can build on seamlessly with no downtime.

The Cyber Code Technologies Approach

. High-end network staging and deployment services

. Advisory services to minimize risk and downtime

. State-of-the-art network management solutions

. Proven processes methodologies and best
  practices that increase your return on investment
. Support for multi-vendor products for
  a smooth integration

Our networking infrastructure
solution services include:

. LAN Switching

. Wireless LAN

. WAN Routing

. WAN Optimization

Vendors



COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS
Voice is only the beginning!

Harnessing the latest technology to deliver high quality communications at every endpoint com-
munications are crucial to business, and today’s unified communications put the power of conver-
gence to work, helping your business stay connected to voice, video and data - even on the go. By 
leveraging a single voice, video and data network, your business’ productivity soars, collaboration 
intensifies and business processes come together in a streamlined and more immediate way.

Cyber Code Technologies has been working with IP telephony since its inception and has the 
expertise to implement today’s advanced applications, such as presence, collaboration, contact 
center and mobility services that bring about the highest degree of productivity and interactivity. 
Our IP communications solutions and endpoints allow for highly scalable and secure services that 
can be delivered to the next cube, building, branch, state or country.

Our unified communications solutions include:

. Voice Communications

. Messaging

Vendors

. Presence

. Mobility
. Video
. Collaboration

. Contact Center



CLOUD & ENTERPRISE
APPLICATIONS
For a smarter life & work

In this cutthroat market, professionals and 
businesses are constantly working hard to 
develop some new and innovative to add 
extra efforts, value, and simplify our daily 
lives. Being consumers, it’s been privileged 
with increasingly faster access, better 
service, and constant advances in the tech-
nology that are inspiring almost every single 
aspect of our lives.

Vendors

Cloud & Enterprise
Applications



Let’s Have a Look at the Benefits of Enter-
prise Cloud Applications.

Simplifies the Way You Handle Work
As we all know that Cloud-based solutions 
have replaced the hardware-based solution 
that was not handling the entire process of 
scaling worldwide in the best possible 
manner.

You can deliver a highly reliable service expe-
rience with every single app without having to 
ascent for the second place for your servers 
using a symmetrical architected and 
cloud-based app delivery solution.

Security
For various businesses across the world, 
security is one of the major concerns, but 
Cloud Computing do not have any access to 
your data and sensitive information. By 
opting for safe and secure networks, you can 
get a final privacy for your enterprise that you 
want.

Eliminating IT Costs
As you know that by saving some amount of 
money on hardware acquisition and mainte-
nance costs can help you to save your busi-
ness’s small amount. However, with executing 
cloud-based application solution, you can 
look forward to reducing in support expendi-
tures as user experience enhances your app 
performance. In addition to this, you can reap 
some of the other advantages of the afford-
able cost that cloud will offer for you business 
apps’ delivery.

Boosting Productivity of Your Employees
No matter what type of device you are using, 
you were expected to keep reading based on 
how quick this post is loading and inclined to 
do work-related tasks on the go based on the 
usability of the apps that you need to perform 
those tasks.

Boost Your End Users’ Experience
Nowadays, a lot of transactions have been 
noticed through mobile devices comprising 
online B2B transactions. You can see connec-
tions with customers that streamlined their 
entire work as they can access to your 
high-quality websites and applications, so 
make sure to utilise an advanced cloud-based 
application delivery solution as it would be a 
great option that can benefit you.

However, your business may have some 
internal users in the locations that are mainly 
based on private network infrastructure and 
more mobile and cloud initiatives will play a 
very important in supporting increasingly 
consumerized workforce.



Integrated
Security

Solutions



INTEGRATED SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

Today’s security market demands highly 
sophisticated technologies. That’s why Cyber 
Code Technologies uses innovative video 
surveillance solutions from Bosch & HikVi-
sion. Bosch & HikVision video surveillance 
equipment delivers the outstanding and 
reliable functionality to solve customer secu-
rity issues.

One of the main product lines we use to meet 
clients needs is the Bosch & HikVision family 
of products. Bosch’s & HikVision’s camera 
and dome product line is one of the broadest 
and most complete in the industry. With a 
comprehensive line of cameras that offer the 
flexibility and versatility required by the most 
demanding customer, Cyber Code Technolo-
gies has a great arsenal of equipment to 
employ – thus ensuring the right solution for 
every custom video surveillance project.

Vendors

Bosch & HikVision IP cameras offer superb 
image quality, low bandwidth and less storage 
requirements. There is a broad range of cam-
eras to choose from including indoor, 
outdoor, box, and pan-tilt-zoom (PTZs) in 
VGA, high definition, and megapixel resolu-
tions. The leading-edge PTZ camera system 
offers world-class performance and seamless 
system integration. The lineup includes multi-
ple housing configurations and camera 
systems so you can choose the PTZ that’s 
best for your application.

Cyber Code Technologies offers you’re
a professional free consultation and
can demonstrate the value,
quality & breadth of solutions
in the Bosch & HikVision
video surveillance line.



CONSULTANCY SERVICES

Businesses, today, need to respond to the rapidly changing market conditions with innovation and 
agility. Staying ahead of that change and achieving long-term success requires ongoing business 
transformation.

Consulting Services deliver integrated, end-to-end IT enable  solutions & services to help your 
business transform with certainty.



PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Our professional services team draws upon the wealth of experience, technology and innovation 
that exists throughout our corporate family. The result is a capable team of subject matter 
experts operating with a single-minded approach – to empower your organization with the 
resources and tools that help you accelerate productivity, manage technology change and mini-
mize costs.

How you benefit:

Optimize your resources while managing budget constraints
Streamline processes that impact your agency mission 

. Re-engineer your workforce for increased efficiency 
Improve staff productivity through education and training that’s aligned with mission goals 

. Reduce total cost of ownership through improved performance and better integration of your 
  applications

Streamline core agency functions and improve services provided to citizens, employees,
  partners and for national security 

Strengthen IT security measures and minimize exposure to both logical and physical breaches
Substantiate investments by testing assumptions, models or complex situations 

. Achieve interoperability & reduce communications costs through converged voice, data, video
Enjoy great value on project solutions



MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES

With the increasing depand for Managed Security Services (MSS) we've established dedicated 
new division to address our markets requirement to provide expertise in monitoring increasingly 
complex IT security infrastructures. Cyber Code Technologies MSS focuses on delivering 
services locally, in line with leading security policies, frameworks and technologies, by highly com-
petent resources developed over years of protecting our customers.

We value our customers’ privacy and although local data collection is a must, we handle this in the 
most secure way possible by our unique service offering which ensures that data does not leave 
the customer’s environment. Our Managed Security Services offering has differentiated itself by 
delivering flexible services which combine security event management, infrastructure monitor-
ing, and incident response for our customers either through remote or on-site response teams 
defined by strict SLAs.



CLOUD SERVICES

. Provide holistic Examination of business needs

. Study cloud offering to meet customer requirements

. Deliver key cloud benefits of business agility, scalability, flexibility

. Provide robust and secure environment

TRAINING SERVICES

. Flexible training portfolio

. Develop a workforce that is ready to meet any challenge

. Improve production, lower turnover & increase employee morale

. Identify skill gaps and improve job performance and productivity
  with our expertise
. We can help you bring together all the pieces of workforce
  training into a comprehensive workforce training solution



Office Locations

United Arab Emirates
Dubai Silicon Oasis,
P.O. Box: 28457, Dubai
     +971 (0) 50 488 6722
     info@cybercodetech.com

Republic of Iraq
Qahtan Square,
Al Qadisiya, Baghdad
     +964 (0) 781 5557070
     info@cybercodetech.com

www.cybercodetech.com


